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Prince Of Thorns The Broken Empire
The second novel in a brilliant fantasy trilogy from the international bestselling author of Prince of Thorns. Behind its walls, the
Convent of Sweet Mercy has trained young girls to hone their skills for centuries. In Mystic Class, Novice Nona Grey has begun to
learn the secrets of the universe. But so often even the deepest truths just make our choices harder. Before she leaves the convent,
Nona must choose which order to dedicate herself to—and whether her path will lead to a life of prayer and service or one of the blade
and the fist. All that stands between her and these choices are the pride of a thwarted assassin, the designs of a would-be empress
wielding the Inquisition like a knife, and the vengeance of the empire's richest lord. As the world narrows around her, and her
enemies attack her through the system she is sworn to, Nona must find her own path despite the competing pulls of friendship,
revenge, ambition, and loyalty. And in all this only one thing is certain: there will be blood.
King of Seven Nations, Jorg Ancrath, is still seeking revenge against his father and sets his sights on becoming Emperor using lost
technology.
For nine hundred generations, the city of Deepgate has hung suspended by giant chains over a seemingly bottomless abyss. In the
unfathomable darkness below is said to reside the dread god Ulcis, "hoarder of souls", with his army of ghosts. Outside the city
extend the barren wastes of Deadsands, inhabited by the enemy Heshette, so that safe access is guaranteed only by a fleet of airships.
At the hub of the city itself rises the Temple, in one of whose many crumbling spires resides a youthful angel, Dill, the last of his line.
Descendant of heroic battle-archons, yet barely able to wield the great sword he has inherited from his forebears, he lives a sheltered
existence under the watchful eye of Presbyter Sypes, who rules the Temple. For despite his sense of purposelessness, Dill has a
destiny about to unfold - one that will take him down into terrifying depths of the pit in a desperate quest to save the teeming but
precarious city from total annihilation at the hands of a cunning and resourceful traitor. This magnificent and colourful epic of urban
fantasy, the first in a trilogy, opens up an intricate new world of unforgettable characters and thrilling events, in the best tradition of
Gormenghast.
In the grand tradition of George R.R. Martin and Robert Jordan, Sunday Times bestselling author Peter V. Brett continues his
critically acclaimed Demon Cycle with the next dramatic instalment: THE SKULL THRONE.
The Liar's Key
Scar Night: Deepgate Codex 1
Grey Sister
Prince of Thorns
The Girl and the Mountain
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The Chathrand - The Great Ship, The Wind-Palace, His Supremacy's First Fancy - is the last of her kind - built 600 years ago she
dwarves all the ships around her. The secrets of her construction are long lost. She was the pride of the Empire. The natural choice for
the great diplomatic voyage to seal the peace with the last of the Emperor's last enemies. 700 souls boarded her. Her sadistic Captain
Nilus Rose, the Emperor's Ambassador and Thasha, the daughter he plans to marry off to seal the treaty, a spy master and six
assassins, one hunderd imperial marines, Pazel the tarboy gifted and cursed by his mother's spell and a small band of Ixchel. The
Ixchel sneaked aboard and now hide below decks amongst the rats. Intent on their own mission. But there is treachery afoot. Behind
the plans for peace lies the shadow of war and the fear that a dead king might live again. And now the Chathrand, having survived
countless battles and centuries of typhoons has gone missing. This is her story.
It is an age when Valdemar is yet unfounded, its organization of Heralds yet unformed, and magic is still a wild and uncontrolled
force. Skandranon Rashkae is perhaps the finest specimen of his race, with gleaming ebony feathers, majestic wingspan, keen
magesight and sharp intelligence. Courageous, bold, and crafty, Skan is everything a gryphon should be. He is the fulfillment of
everything that the Mage of Silence, the human sorcerer called Urtho, intended to achieve when he created these magical beings to be
his champions, the defenders of his realm--a verdant plain long coveted by the evil mage Maar. Now Maar is once again advancing
on Urtho's Keep, this time with a huge force spearheaded by magical constructs of his own--cruel birds of prey ready to perform any
evil their creator may demand of them. And when one of Urtho's Seers wakes from a horrifying vision in which she sees a
devastating magical weapon being placed in the hands of Maar's common soldiers, Skandrannon is sent to spy across enemy lines,
cloaked in the protective of Urtho's powerful Spell of Silence.
The complete, critically-acclaimed debut fantasy trilogy: The Broken Empire by Mark Lawrence. This bundle includes PRINCE OF
THORNS, KING OF THORNS and EMPEROR OF THORNS.
The latest novel in Robert V.S. Redick's stunning and original fantasy epic is a taut race against time that takes the Chathrand across
the seas in a desperate bid to stop the sorcerer Arunis unleashing the Swarm of Night. From the mysterious River of Shadows to the
Infernal Forest, to the Island Wilderness Pazel and his companions face a phantasmagoric journey through altered realities, a
nightmare journey which offers glimpses of what might have been while taking them into the terror of what is to come. Will Arunis
use the cursed Nilstone to end the world? This is a rich fantasy of nightmares and unexpected beauty and is proof that Redick is one
of the most exciting new talents in fantasy.
The Black Gryphon
The Court of Broken Knives
The Complete Broken Empire Trilogy: Prince of Thorns, King of Thorns, Emperor of Thorns
The Wheel of Osheim
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Kinslayer
Robert McCammon's first contemporary novel in nearly two decades, The Five tells the story of an eponymous rock band
struggling to survive on the margins of the music business. As they move through the American Southwest on what might
be their final tour together, the band members come to the attention of a damaged Iraq war veteran, and their lives are
changed forever. This is a riveting account of violence, terror, and pursuit set against a credible, immensely detailed rock
and roll backdrop. It is also a moving meditation on loyalty and friendship. Written with wit, elegance, and passionate
conviction, The Five reaffirms McCammon's position as one of the finest, most unpredictable storytellers of our time. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The international bestselling author of the Broken Empire and the Red Queen’s War trilogies begins a stunning epic
fantasy series about a secretive order of holy warriors... At the Convent of Sweet Mercy, young girls are raised to be
killers. In some few children the old bloods show, gifting rare talents that can be honed to deadly or mystic effect. But even
the mistresses of sword and shadow don’t truly understand what they have purchased when Nona Grey is brought to their
halls. A bloodstained child of nine falsely accused of murder, guilty of worse, Nona is stolen from the shadow of the noose.
It takes ten years to educate a Red Sister in the ways of blade and fist, but under Abbess Glass’s care there is much more
to learn than the arts of death. Among her class Nona finds a new family—and new enemies. Despite the security and
isolation of the convent, Nona’s secret and violent past finds her out, drawing with it the tangled politics of a crumbling
empire. Her arrival sparks old feuds to life, igniting vicious struggles within the church and even drawing the eye of the
emperor himself. Beneath a dying sun, Nona Grey must master her inner demons, then loose them on those who stand in
her way.
One choice. Two possible timelines. And a world hanging in the balance. It's the summer of 1986 and reluctant prodigy
Nick Hayes is a student at Cambridge University, working with world-renowned mathematician Professor Halligan. He just
wants to be a regular student, but regular isn't really an option for a boy-genius cancer survivor who's already dabbled in
time travel. When he crosses paths with a mysterious yet curiously familiar girl, Nick discovers that creases have
appeared in the fabric of time, and that he is at the centre of the disruption. Only Nick can resolve this time paradox before
the damage becomes catastrophic for both him and the future of the world. Time is running out--literally. Wrapped up with
him in this potentially apocalyptic scenario are his ex-girlfriend, Mia, and fellow student Helen. Facing the world-ending
chaos of a split in time, Nick must act fast and make the choice of a lifetime--or lifetimes. Game on.
Your friend or your secret - which one will you keep? A powerful book tackling two important subjects, domestic violence
and living in foster care, particularly in the Muslim community, by the author of ALL THE THINGS WE NEVER SAID,
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nominated for the Carnegie Medal, and YA runner-up in the inaugural Diverse Book Awards 2020. Best friends Amani and
Huda are getting nervous about their GCSEs - and their future beyond school, which they're both wildly unprepared for.
Shy, quiet Amani has an outwardly picture-perfect family - a father who is a successful TV presenter, a loving mother, and
an adorable younger brother - while confident and impulsive Huda has grown up with over-affectionate foster parents who
are now expecting a baby of their own. Both girls are jealous of each other's seemingly easy life, without realising the
darkness or worries that lie underneath. Then Huda witnesses Amani's father hitting her mother, and Amani's biggest
secret is suddenly out. As Amani convinces Huda to keep quiet by helping her with her own problems, a prank blog starts
up at school, revealing students' secrets one by one. Will this anonymous blogger get hold of Amani's secret too? Will
Huda keep quiet?
The Dark Blood
Spinward Fringe Broadcast 0: Origins
The Graces
Holy Sister
Kings of the Wyld
A volume of short stories by the bestselling author of THE BROKEN EMPIRE series, Mark Lawrence
From the international bestselling author of the Broken Empire trilogy comes the second book of the Red Queen’s War... After
harrowing adventure and near death, Prince Jalan Kendeth and the Viking Snorri ver Snagason find themselves in possession of
Loki’s key, an artefact capable of opening any door and sought by the most dangerous beings in the Broken Empire—including
the Dead King. Jal wants only to return home to his wine, women, and song, but Snorri has his own purpose for the key: to find
the very door into death, throw it wide, and bring his family back into the land of the living. And as Snorri prepares for his quest
to find death’s door, Jal’s grandmother, the Red Queen, continues to manipulate kings and pawns toward an endgame of her
own design...
"Intricate, intimate, and intensely plotted." - Nicholas Eames on The Wolf of Oren-yaro "The Ikessar Falcon retains the excellent
characterization and intrigue of The Wolf of Oren-yaro while expanding both its world and the plot at a head-spinning rate. It
does everything the middle book of a trilogy should with an uncommon degree of authorial skill, and is a thoroughly
entertaining read in its own right."―BookPage The stunning sequel to The Wolf of Oren-yaro where the queen of a divided land
struggles to unite her people. Even if they despise her. K. S. Villoso is a "powerful new voice in fantasy." (Kameron Hurley) The
spiral to madness begins with a single push. Abandoned by her people, Queen Talyien's quest takes a turn for the worst as she
stumbles upon a plot deeper and more sinister than she could have ever imagined, one that will displace her king and see her
son dead. The road home beckons, strewn with a tangled web of deceit and impossible horrors that unearth the nation's true
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troubles - creatures from the dark, mad dragons, and men with hearts hungry for power. To save her land, Talyien must
confront the myth others have built around her: Warlord Yeshin's daughter, symbol of peace, warrior and queen, and
everything she could never be. The price of failure is steep. Her friends are few. And a nation carved by a murderer can only be
destined for war. The Chronicles of the Wolf Queen The Wolf of Oren-yaro The Ikessar Falcon The Dragon of Jin-Sayeng
Picked for BBC Radio 2's Book Club Everyone said the Graces were witches. They moved through the corridors like sleek fish,
ripples in their wake. Stares followed their backs and their hair. They had friends, but they were just distractions. They were
waiting for someone different. All I had to do was show them that person was me. Like everyone else in her town, River is
obsessed with the Graces, attracted by their glamour and apparent ability to weave magic. But are they really what they
seem? And are they more dangerous than they let on? This beautifully-written thriller will grip you from its very first page.
Her father's only daughter. Her country's only hope.
The Broken Empire: Prince of thorns
The Red Wolf Conspiracy
Road Brothers
Undon

Between the desert plains of Karesia and the icy wastes of Ranen, there once lay the kingdom of Ro. Its lands were
fertile. Its men and women were prosperous. Their god – the One – was satisfied. But then the men of Ro grew
unwatchful, and the armies of the south took their chance. Now the Seven Sisters rule the Kingdom, enslaving their
people with sorcery of pleasure and blood. Soon, they will appoint a new god. The Long War rumbles on ... but the
Red Prince has yet to enter the field of battle. ALL THAT WAS DEAD WILL RISE. ALL THAT NOW LIVES WILL
FALL...
In the court of every city in the lands of Ro, a sorceress sits. And in the minds of that city's people, each sorceress
weaves a song. She and her sisters sing of the liberation of the land, the taming of the highland tribes, and the birth
of a precious new race: the children of a dead god. Of course, they do not sing of the death of young Prince
Christophe at the hands of that god. Particularly as his replacement dances so well to their tune. Yet all songs have
an end. An ending speeded when the assassin Rham Jas Rami accepts a commission from Bromvy Black Guard,
traitor duke of Canarn. The rebellion of Ro has begun... Please note: Great care has been taken to make sure this
ebook is both beautiful and highly functional.
Books one and two of the critically-acclaimed debut fantasy trilogy The Broken Empire by Mark Lawrence. This
bundle includes Prince of Thorns and King of Thorns.
Final novel in the chilling and epic new fantasy series from the bestselling and critically-acclaimed author of
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PRINCE OF THORNS and RED SISTER. 'If you like dark you will love Mark Lawrence. And when the light breaks
through and it all makes sense, the contrast is gorgeous' ROBIN HOBB
Limited Wish
The Girl and the Moon (Book of the Ice, Book 3)
Dispel Illusion
The Chathrand Voyage
Emperor of Thorns
The second novel in Jay Kristoff's epic The Lotus War Trilogy, Kinslayer sees an empire fall to its knees and a fledgling rebellion struggle to
survive. A shattered empire . . . The threat of civil war looms over the Shima Imperium. The Lotus Guild conspires to renew the nation's broken
dynasty and crush the growing rebellion by endorsing a new Shogun who desires nothing more than to see Yukiko dead. A dark legacy . . . Yukiko
and the mighty thunder tiger Buruu have been cast in the role of heroes. But Yukiko herself is blinded by rage over her father's death, and her
ability to hear the thoughts of beasts. A gathering storm . . . Kagé assassins lurk within the Shogun's palace, plotting to end the new dynasty before
it begins. A new enemy gathers its strength. And across raging oceans, Yukiko and Buruu will face foes no katana or talon can defeat. The ghosts
of a blood-stained past.
With his infectious love of storytelling in all its forms, his rich characterisation and his unrivalled grasp of thrillingly bizarre cutting-edge science
Hannu Rajaniemi has swiftly set a new benchmark for SF in the 21st century. And now with his third novel he completes the tale of his gentleman
rogue, the many lives and minds of Jean de Flambeur. Influenced as much by the fin de siecle novels of Maurice leBlanc as he is by the greats of SF
Rajaniemi weaves, intricate, warm capers through dazzling science, extraordinary visions of wild future and deep conjecture on the nature of
reality and story. And now we find out what will happen to Jean, his employer Miele, the independently minded ship Perhonnen and the rest of a
fractured and diverse humanity flung through the solar system.
Her father's only daughter. Her country's only hope. ________________________________ Ireland, 1152 The King of Leinster, awaiting news of
his newborn child, is disappointed to hear he has a daughter. Diarmait MacMurchada wanted another strapping son to shoulder a spear, wield a
sword, and protect his kingdom. But from the moment Diarmait held the newborn Aoife knew she would be his most precious treasure. 1166
Forced into exile Aoife and her family find themselves at the mercy of Henry II. Aoife - aware of her beauty but not its power - intrigues and
beguiles Henry in equal measure. For Aoife he agrees to help her father, an alliance that leads the MacMurchadas to the charismatic Richard de
Clare, a man dissatisfied with his lot and open to new horizons. Diarmit promises Richard Aoife's hand in marriage in return for his aid in
Ireland, but Aoife has her own thoughts on the matter. She may be a prize, but she is not a pawn, and she will play the men at their own game. For
herself, for her family, and for her country. From the royal halls of scheming kings, to staunch Welsh border fortresses and the wild green
kingdoms of Ireland, The Irish Princess is a sumptuous, journey of ambition and desire, love and loss, heartbreak and survival.
________________________________ Praise for Elizabeth Chadwick 'An author who makes history come gloriously alive' The Times 'Stunning . .
. Her characters are beguiling, and the story is intriguing' Barbara Erskine 'Picking up an Elizabeth Chadwick novel you know you are in for a
sumptuous ride' Daily Telegraph 'I rank Elizabeth Chadwick with such historical novelist stars as Dorothy Dunnett and Anya Seton' Sharon Kay
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Penman 'Enjoyable and sensuous' Daily Mail 'Meticulous research and strong storytelling' Woman & Home 'A riveting read . . . A glorious
adventure not to be missed!' Candis
The Left Hand of God by Paul Hoffman is the gripping first instalment in a remarkable trilogy. "Listen. The Sanctuary of the Redeemers on
Shotover Scarp is named after a damned lie for there is no redemption that goes on there and less sanctuary." The Sanctuary of the Redeemers is
a vast and desolate place - a place without joy or hope. Most of its occupants were taken there as boys and for years have endured the brutal
regime of the Lord Redeemers whose cruelty and violence have one singular purpose - to serve in the name of the One True Faith. In one of the
Sanctuary's vast and twisting maze of corridors stands a boy. He is perhaps fourteen or fifteen years old - he is not sure and neither is anyone else.
He has long-forgotten his real name, but now they call him Thomas Cale. He is strange and secretive, witty and charming, violent and profoundly
bloody-minded. He is so used to the cruelty that he seems immune, but soon he will open the wrong door at the wrong time and witness an act so
terrible that he will have to leave this place, or die. His only hope of survival is to escape across the arid Scablands to Memphis, a city the opposite
of the Sanctuary in every way: breathtakingly beautiful, infinitely Godless, and deeply corrupt. But the Redeemers want Cale back at any price...
not because of the secret he now knows but because of a much more terrifying secret he does not. The Left Hand of God is a must read. It is the
first instalment in a gripping trilogy by Paul Hoffman. Imagine if Phillip Pullman's His Dark Materials met Umberto Eco's Name of the Rose.
Fans of epic heroic fiction will love this series. Praise for Paul Hoffman: 'This book gripped me from the first chapter and then dropped me days
later, dazed and grinning to myself' Conn Iggulden 'Tremendous momentum' Daily Telegraph 'A cult classic . . .' Daily Express
The Irish Princess
Summer and Bird
The Five
The Red Prince
The Left Hand of God

Perfect for fans of Mark Lawrence and R Scott Bakker, The Court of Broken Knives is the
explosive debut by one of grimdark fantasy's most exciting new voices. Shortlisted for
the British Fantasy Award for Best Novel Shortlisted for the David Gemmell Morningstar
Award It is the richest empire the world has ever known, and it is also doomed--but only
one man can see it. Haunted by prophetic dreams, Orhan has hired a company of soldiers to
cross the desert to reach the capital city. Once they enter the palace, they have one
mission: kill the emperor, then all those who remain. Only from the ashes can a new
empire be built. The company is a group of good, ordinary soldiers for whom this is a
mission like any other. But the strange boy Marith who walks among them is no ordinary
soldier. Though he is young, ambitious, and impossibly charming, something dark hides in
Marith's past--and in his blood. Dive into this new fantasy series for readers looking
for epic battle scenes, gritty heroes, and blood-soaked revenge.
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A retired group of legendary mercenaries get the band back together for one last
impossible mission in this award-winning debut epic fantasy. "Fantastic, funny,
ferocious." -- Sam Sykes Clay Cooper and his band were once the best of the best, the
most feared and renowned crew of mercenaries this side of the Heartwyld. Their glory days
long past, the mercs have grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk, or a combination of the
three. Then an ex-bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a plea for help -- the kind of
mission that only the very brave or the very stupid would sign up for. It's time to get
the band back together.
From the international bestselling author of the Broken Empire Trilogy, the thrilling
conclusion to the Red Queen’s War... All the horrors of Hell stand between Snorri ver
Snagason and the rescue of his family, if indeed the dead can be rescued. For Jalan
Kendeth, getting out alive and with Loki’s key is all that matters. Loki’s creation can
open any lock, any door, and it may also be the key to Jalan’s fortune back in the living
world. Jalan plans to return to the three w’s that have been the core of his idle and
debauched life: wine, women, and wagering. Fate, however, has other plans, larger plans.
The Wheel of Osheim is turning ever faster, and it will crack the world unless it’s
stopped. When the end of all things looms, and there’s nowhere to run, even the worst
coward must find new answers. Jalan and Snorri face many dangers, from the corpse hordes
of the Dead King to the many mirrors of the Lady Blue, but in the end, fast or slow, the
Wheel of Osheim always pulls you back. In the end, it’s win or die.
An enchanting--and twisted--tale of two sisters' quest to find their parents When their
parents disappear in the middle of the night, young sisters Summer and Bird set off on a
quest to find them. A cryptic picture message from their mother leads them to a familiar
gate in the woods, but comfortable sights quickly give way to a new world
entirely--Down--one inhabited by talking birds and the evil Puppeteer queen. Summer and
Bird are quickly separated, and their divided hearts lead them each in a very different
direction in the quest to find their parents, vanquish the Puppeteer, lead the birds back
to their Green Home, and discover the identity of the true bird queen. With breathtaking
language and deliciously inventive details, Katherine Catmull has created a world unlike
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any other, skillfully blurring the lines between magic and reality and bringing to life a
completely authentic cast of characters and creatures.
The Ikessar Falcon
Prince of Thorns Limited Edition
Prince of Fools
King of Thorns
Red Sister
In book two of the Broken Empire trilogy, the boy who would be king has gained the throne—but the crown is a heavy
weight to bear... At age nine, Prince Honorous Jorg Ancrath vowed to avenge his slaughtered mother and brother—and to
punish his father for not doing so. At fifteen, he began to fulfill that vow. Now, at eighteen, he must fight for what he has
taken by torture and treachery. Haunted by the pain of his past, and plagued by nightmares of the atrocities he has
committed, King Jorg is filled with rage. And even as his need for revenge continues to consume him, an overwhelming
enemy force marches on his castle. Jorg knows that he cannot win a fair fight. But he has found a long-hidden cache of
ancient artifacts. Some might call them magic. Jorg is not certain—all he knows is that their secrets can be put to terrible
use in the coming battle...
In the darkest region of explored space sits a bright beacon; Freeground Station. Serving as a supply and trading post it
is home to a select number of human beings that will take a desperate chance to make a difference in their end of the
galaxy. - Contains the entire First Light Chronicles Trilogy. A Space Opera Adventure enjoyed across the globe by all ages
and downloaded over a million times.
The path to the throne is broken'only the broken may walk it.The Broken Empire trilogy tells the tale of JorgAncrath. It is
also the story of armies clashing,cities falling, kingdoms won and lost, and of theremaking of an empire. One narrative
shadowsthe other. The singular struggle of a brokenchild growing into a man, seeking meaning andpurpose is mirrored on
a larger stage by his conquestof a broken empire.'?I am Jorg of Ancrath. I take what I want, and allof it is never enough.To
reach the throne requires that a man journey.Even a path paved with good intentions can leadto hell, and my intentions
were never good.This is where the wise man turns away. This iswhere the holy kneel and call on God. Theseare the last
miles, my brothers. Don't look tome to save you. Don't think I will not spendyou. Run if you have the wit. Pray if you
havethe soul. Stand your ground if courage is yours.But don't follow me.Follow me, and I will break your heart.
International bestselling author Mark Lawrence continues the bold new world of dark fantasy he created in the Broken
Empire trilogy with the first book of the Red Queen's War... For all her reign the Red Queen has fought the long war,
contested in secret, against the powers that stand behind nations, for higher stakes than land or gold. Her greatest
weapon is The Silent Sister—unseen by most and unspoken of by all. The Red Queen’s grandson, Prince Jalan
Kendeth—drinker, gambler, seducer of women—is one who can see The Silent Sister. Content with his role as a minor
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royal, Jal pretends that the hideous crone is not there. But war with the undead is coming, and the Red Queen has called
on her family to defend the realm. Jal thinks that nothing that will affect him. He's wrong... After escaping a death trap
set by the Silent Sister, Jal finds his fate magically intertwined with a fierce Norse warrior. As the two undertake a journey
to undo the spell, encountering grave dangers, willing women, and an upstart prince named Jorg Ancrath along the way,
Jalan gradually catches a glimmer of the truth: he and the Norseman are but pieces in a game—and the Red Queen
controls the board.
The Broken Empire
This Is My Truth
The Causal Angel
The River of Shadows
The Skull Throne (The Demon Cycle, Book 4)

In the final novel in the Broken Empire Trilogy, the boy who would rule all may have finally met his match... King Jorg Ancrath
is twenty now—and king of seven nations. His goal—revenge against his father—has not yet been realized, and the demons
that haunt him have only grown stronger. Yet no matter how tortured his path, he intends to take the next step in his upward
climb. Jorg would be emperor. It is a position not to be gained by the sword but rather by vote. And never in living memory
has anyone secured a majority of the vote, leaving the Broken Empire long without a leader. Jorg plans to change that. He’s
uncovered the lost technology of the land, and he won’t hesitate to use it. But he soon finds an adversary standing in his way,
a necromancer unlike any he has ever faced—a figure hated and feared even more than himself: the Dead King.
The searing conclusion of the thrilling epic fantasy trilogy that saw a young girl trained by an arcane order of nuns grow into
the fiercest of warriors... They came against her as a child. Now they face the woman. The ice is advancing, the Corridor
narrowing, and the empire is under siege from the Scithrowl in the east and the Durns in the west. Everywhere, the
emperor’s armies are in retreat. Nona Grey faces the final challenges that must be overcome if she is to become a full sister
in the order of her choice. But it seems unlikely that she and her friends will have time to earn a nun’s habit before war is on
their doorstep. Even a warrior like Nona cannot hope to turn the tide of war. The shiphearts offer strength that she might use
to protect those she loves, but it’s a power that corrupts. A final battle is coming in which she will be torn between friends,
unable to save them all. A battle in which her own demons will try to unmake her. A battle in which hearts will be broken,
lovers lost, thrones burned.
The path to the throne is broken--only the broken may walk it.The Broken Empire trilogy tells the tale of JorgAncrath. It is
also the story of armies clashing,cities falling, kingdoms won and lost, and of theremaking of an empire. One narrative
shadowsthe other. The singular struggle of a brokenchild growing into a man, seeking meaning andpurpose is mirrored on a
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larger stage by his conquestof a broken empire.¿¿I am Jorg of Ancrath. I take what I want, and allof it is never enough.To
reach the throne requires that a man journey.Even a path paved with good intentions can leadto hell, and my intentions were
never good.This is where the wise man turns away. This iswhere the holy kneel and call on God. Theseare the last miles, my
brothers. Don't look tome to save you. Don't think I will not spendyou. Run if you have the wit. Pray if you havethe soul. Stand
your ground if courage is yours.But don't follow me.Follow me, and I will break your heart.
BOOK ONE IN THE BROKEN EMPIRE TRILOGY “Prince of Thorns deserves attention as the work of an iconoclast who
seems determined to turn that familiar thing, Medievalesque Fantasy Trilogy, entirely on its head.”—Locus When he was
nine, he watched as his mother and brother were killed before him. By the time he was thirteen, he was the leader of a band
of bloodthirsty thugs. By fifteen, he intends to be king... It’s time for Prince Honorous Jorg Ancrath to return to the castle he
turned his back on, to take what’s rightfully his. Since the day he hung pinned on the thorns of a briar patch and watched
Count Renar’s men slaughter his mother and young brother, Jorg has been driven to vent his rage. Life and death are no
more than a game to him—and he has nothing left to lose. But treachery awaits him in his father’s castle. Treachery and dark
magic. No matter how fierce his will, can one young man conquer enemies with power beyond his imagining?
The Broken Empire Series Books 1 and 2: Prince of Thorns, King of Thorns
In 2020 an anonymous narrator, seemingly faced with the end of the world, is given the task of
writing the tale of an unknown teenage girl from the remote Lake District town of Egremont.
Using diary extracts, newspaper articles, personal interviews, military reports, journalist
notebooks, and other more unconventional sources, the narrator lays down the foundations of a
story that will grow to challenge what we see, what we feel, and what we believe about our past,
our present, and our future. Continue the journey with Undon, book 2 in the series and follow
Molly as she slowly surfaces from the drug induced coma forced upon her by those who kidnapped
the three girls. As she opens her eyes in a new place, best friend Bethany isn't dealing well
with their change in circumstance whilst the beautiful Hannah, recently restored to the land of
the living, seems to be adjusting a little too well. The big city, though, is full of dangers,
especially for three teenagers with no friends, no money, and no clue as to what is actually
going on. As Cumbria's finest ride on the raucous roller coaster that is life beneath the
palaces and parks, each girl will have to dig deep in order to protect both themselves and each
other. Just how will they survive the underside of London? How did they escape those who took
them from their home? Who is it that seems to want them so badly they will kill in order to
possess them, and why? Carrying on directly from End of a Girl, Undon will burrow beneath the
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foundations of one of the great capital cities of the world. Questions will be answered but many
more will be asked. Just who are the Vox? What is the purpose of UTRUL? How can a number haunt a
young woman? And how does it all relate to a dying world ten years in the future? Read the book
and find out!
Sometimes being wrong is the right answer. Nick Hayes's genius is in wringing out the universe's
secrets. It's a talent that's allowed him to carve paths through time. But the worst part is
that he knows how his story will end. He's seen it with his own eyes. And every year that
passes, every breakthrough he makes, brings him a step closer. Mia's accident is waiting for
them both in 2011. If it happens then he's out of choices. Then a chance 1992 discovery reveals
that this seeker of truth has been lying to himself. But why? It's a question that haunts him
for years. A straw he clings to as his long-awaited fate draws near. Time travel turns out not
to be the biggest problem Nick has to work on. He needs to find out how he can stay on his path
but change the destination. Failure has never been an option, and neither has survival. But
Nick's hoping to roll the dice one more time. And this new truth begins with a lie.
The second novel in the thrilling and epic new fantasy series from the international bestselling
author of Red Sister and Prince of Thorns. On the planet Abeth there is only the ice. And the
Black Rock. For generations the priests of the Black Rock have reached out from their mountain
to steer the fate of the ice tribes. With their Hidden God, their magic and their iron, the
priests’ rule has never been questioned. But when ice triber Yaz challenged their authority, she
was torn away from the only life she had ever known, and forced to find a new path for herself.
Yaz has lost her friends and found her enemies. She has a mountain to climb, and even if she can
break the Hidden God’s power, her dream of a green world lies impossibly far to the south,
across a vast emptiness of ice. Before the journey can even start, she has to find out what
happened to the ones she loves and save those that can be saved. Abeth holds its secrets close,
but the stars shine brighter for Yaz and she means to unlock the truth.
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